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Motivation



Tidal disruptions of stars

� Probably don’t need to explain what TDEs are in this workshop

� A (nearly) parabolic orbit, t−5/3 decay in the bolometric luminosity
� A deep β means

A different disruption (different decay?)
Maximum compression point closer to the MBH
The debris can cross with itself
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Tidal disruptions of stars

� How likely are very deep TDEs?

Who knows... at least I don’t
� Relativistic corrections must be important

For very deep β and Kerr MBH
� Analytical estimates are limited in this respect

But see the work of M. Kesden PRD 85, 024037 (2012)
Numerical simulations help us to further understand the problem
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Progress



Methods

� I modified the SPH code Gadget to include relativistic treatment

� Added post-Newtonian corrections to the calculation of the
gravitational forces
An approximate solution of the Einstein field equations for the metric tensor
Expansions in a small parameter, which is the ratio of the velocity of matter to the
speed of light
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Methods

� To be more specific,

d⃗v
dt = −Gm

r2 [(1+ A) n⃗+ B⃗v ] + C⃗1.5,SO

A and B are coefficients with the corrections to Newtonian forces [Blanchet & Iyer 2003]

� Included the leading order spin-orbit interaction, C⃗1.5,SO

[Faye et al 2006, Tagoshi et al 2001]

� Set the dimensionless spin vector to a⃗ = (0.7, 0.7, 0)
Which leads to a maximum precession of the orbit of the star orbit in the X–Y plane

� I consider only very eccentric, unbound orbits
because this one I know... bound orbits are unlikely
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Results



Results

� I integrate the TDE to long distances, 3000R⊙ whenever possible,
and then assume independent, Keplerian orbits for the SPH particles

� This way I can derive the time for the next periapsis passage
� I then can derive the fallback rates as mass histograms over this time

8
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Fallback



β = 3
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β = 4
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β = 9
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Bound and ejected mass



Bound mass to the MBH, β = 3
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Bound mass to the star, β = 3
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Ejected mass, β = 3
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Opening of the stream



Opening of the stream in the z-plane, relativistic
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Opening of the stream in the z-plane, Newtonian
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Opening of the stream in the z-plane, Newtonian
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Opening of the stream in the z-plane, Newtonian
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Opening of the stream in the z-plane, Newtonian
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PRELIMINARY conclusions



My conclusions

� These are results from 2013, 4 years ago, not published yet because
I have still not figured some things out but, in any case... it seems
that

� For deep TDEs the relativistic effects are important
� In the Newtonian case, 50% of matter ejected, 50% bound to the

MBH
� The larger β, the more unbound material

Newtonian tidal force diverges with the distance to MBH, ∝ D−3, so stellar debris
receive more energy, but unphysical. Relativistic tidal forces are finite even at the
event horizon.

� Much less ejected in the relativistic case, the stars “resists longer”
� TDEs around Kerr MBH create survivor cores and produce different

fallbacks
� Possibly related to the “reduced size” of a rotating MBH (and

prograde orbits)
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Questions? I have a lot...
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